Year 3 Autumn Term 2nd Half Homework Activities
These are suggested activities so do not worry if you haven’t got internet access or you are unable to do it all. Try your best and
present your work neatly. If you have any books, pictures or objects that are relevant to the topic we would love to share them at
school! Remember to read every day at home and write in your reading journal. As always, we would welcome any resources, expertise or
artefacts relating to our topic, and help to hear readers. Thank you for your continued support!
Topic/Literacy Activity
Spelling
Maths
th
6
Write a reading quiz with 5
minute, interest, learn, length,
Noah saw 12 legs walk by into the ark.
Nov questions about a book from your
library, natural, notice
How many creatures could he have seen?
new book box. Read the book to
How many different answers can you find?
someone at home and ask them to do
Can you explain how you found out these answers?
your quiz.
th
13
Use an Atlas to create an alphabet
perhaps, popular, possible,
Make up a word problems that uses the 3 X table.
Nov of places in the United Kingdom.
potatoes
E.g: 3 children can sit at each table in the classroom.
Don’t forget to use a capital letter
Probably, promise, quarter
How many tables would be needed for 17 children?
for a proper noun.
th
20
Bring in or email a picture of a
question, recent, remember, Lola bought a balloon at the circus. She gave the clown
Nov place/country you have visited,
sentence,
special,
strange, six coins to pay for it. What could Lola have paid for the
hollyclass@downviewprimary.co.uk
strength
balloon? Which of your answers seems a reasonable
laurelclass@downviewprimary.co.uk
amount to pay for a balloon?
th
thought,
through,
weight,
27
What are the 7 continents?
Make up a word problem that uses the 2 X table.
woman, touch, double, trouble
Nov
E.g: Lollies cost 2p each. How much would 11 lollies cost?
4th
Dec

Write down 3 countries for each
continent.

11th
Dec

Draw or make your favourite flag and dislike, disappoint, disagree,
disappear, dishonest,
write 3 facts about this country.
misfortune, misread

18th
Dec

Bring your homework book back into school.

young, country, couple, country,
cousin, encourage, nourish

How many dominoes have an odd number of spots?
Remember dominoes can have between 0 and 6 spots on
each side.
Roll 3 dice OR turn over 3 playing cards and add the
numbers. Write down the calculation and add them.
Explain how you added them.

